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Introduction
The Big Bang Theory that explains the creation, contents, and evolution of the universe is
a scientific theory, a theory that can be proved wrong. The overwhelming evidence, however, is
that the theory is a correct description of the universe. This lab explores one consequence of the
existence of radiation from the extraordinarily hot beginning of the universe––fluctuations in the
radiation indicate that the universe was not perfectly smooth initially.
In the very early universe there are no atoms; charged electrons and protons scatter light
continuously as the universe expands and cools. Eventually, 380,000 years after the Big Bang, the
universe cools enough for neutral atoms (H and He) to form and light no longer scatters. But light
that scattered just as the neutral atoms were formed continues to travel, virtually unimpeded, and
it can be observed today as microwaves of temperature 2.7 K (– 454.8°F) along with the
temperature fluctuations due to the scattering. Studying the temperature fluctuations will allow
you to draw conclusions about the shape and contents of the universe.

Outline of Activities
•

Temperature Fluctuations in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
Goals:
– Plot theoretical maps of temperature fluctuations and power spectra for
varying amounts of curvature in the universe, and compare the maps to
the observed universe.

Curvature of the Universe and Temperature Fluctuations in the CMB
Cosmologists have observed and recorded the microwave fluctuations and converted
them to a temperature map and a particular kind of graph called a power spectrum. You will
discover the curvature of the universe––its shape––by comparing observations to the temperature
map and power spectrum generated from Big Bang’s theoretical predictions. To understand what
is meant by curvature of the universe, examine the trajectory of the light (indicated by lines) from
two stars in the zero (flat), positive (closed), and negative (open) curvature universes below. The
black dots in the diagrams represent where the stars are observed.

Zero curvature = flat universe, Positive curvature = closed universe, Negative curvature = open universe

Question 1. For the open universe, when observations are made (at the black dots), will the two
stars appear to be closer together or farther apart than their actual separation distance?
_______________________________________________________________________
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Question 2. For the closed universe, when observations are made (at the black dots) will the two
stars appear to be closer together or farther apart than their actual separation distance?
_______________________________________________________________________

Directions
1. The temperature map generated by theory is in a FITS format favored by astronomers, so you
need additional software to view your Big Bang predictions. Go to the website
http://hea-www.harvard.edu/RD/ds9/site/Home.html
and click the download link to install the DS9 viewer (JS9 is available as an alternative).
2. Go to the website http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/toolbox/tb_camb_form.cfm
to generate the theoretical temperature maps and power spectra. Choose “Sky Map Output:
Temperature Only,” “Beam Size (arcmin) 13.5,” and “Synfast Random # Seed 2735.” (The Seed
insures that the random number generator starts at the same value every time, important for
making comparisons, so another value can be set other than 2735 but whatever value is chosen
must be used throughout the lab.) You will explore what happens as a result of changing Ωk, the
curvature parameter. Set it to Ωk = 0 (flat universe), then press “Go” at the bottom of the page.
3. After a while, a page of “Output from CAMB” will be returned. From that page, record Om_K,
Age of universe, Om_Lambda, and Om_m in the table below, for the flat universe. From the
output page, also download a file that has a name similar to
camb_98150569_mollweide_map_.fits, and the graph ClTT vs. l. Be sure to save the mollweide
map with the a .fits suffix, and include the label K0 in the file names when they are saved.
4. Refresh the camb_form web page, then repeat steps 2 and 3, but with Ωk = +0.4 (open
universe*). Be sure to keep the seed value the same as before. Include the label K.4 in the two file
names when they are saved.
5. Refresh the camb_form web page, then repeat steps 2 and 3, but with Ωk = –0.4 (closed
universe*). Be sure to keep the seed value the same as before. Include the label K-.4 in the two
file names when they are saved.
Flat Universe

Open Universe

ΩK (curvature parameter)
Age of universe

ΩΛ (dark energy fraction)
Ωm (matter fraction, dark+
ordinary)
l value at spectrum peak
180°/l = angular scale of
fluctuations
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  More commonly, k denotes curvature. But Ω ~ –k.
k

Closed Universe
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6. Start up the ds9 software. “File”-> “Open” the fits file that you have labeled K.4.
Click on “zoom”-> “to fit” then “color”->“rainbow.” To adjust the color of your map so that it
approximates the colors used by WMAP cosmologists, go to the menu “Color” -> “Colormap
Parameters” and for “Contrast” enter 1.45985 and for “Bias” enter 0.54379 then click “Apply.”
Close the “Colormap Parameters” menu.
7. Magenta is not part of the WMAP color scheme, so it must be removed. From the menu, select
“Edit”-> “Colorbar.” On the colorbar at the bottom of the screen, clicking once at the left edge of
the blue region should create a red patch. Drag the left edge of the red patch as far left as possible
so that the magenta region is completely covered. Now double-click on the newly created red
region to reveal a “Color” pop-up menu. Change “Color” from “Red” to “Black” then click
“OK.”

Question 3.
Although the universe was extremely hot at its beginning 13.7 billion years ago, today its
temperature is only 2.7 K (– 454.8°F). The WMAP project has observed tiny fluctuations in the
temperature, however. Use the color bar below the map to determine the most common (not the
largest) temperature fluctuation above 2.7 K, and the most common (not the smallest)
temperature fluctuation below 2.7 K.
Most common temp. fluctuation above 2.7 K = ____________________
Most common temp. fluctuation below 2.7 K = ____________________

8. Go to “File”-> “Save Image” in either JPEG or PNG 24-bit formats. Don’t forget to include
K.4 in the file name. Do not close your image in ds9 because the same setting can be re-used.
9. “File”-> “Open” the fits file that you have labeled K0, and the K.0 image replaces the K.4
image with the color settings unchanged.

Question 4.
Use the color bar below the map to determine the most common (not the largest) temperature
fluctuation above 2.7 K, and the most common (not the smallest) temperature fluctuation below
2.7 K.
Most common temp. fluctuation above 2.7 K = ____________________
Most common temp. fluctuation below 2.7 K = ____________________
Save as in step 8. Again, do not close your image in ds9.

10. “File”-> “Open” the fits file that you have labeled K-.4.
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Question 5.
Use the color bar below the map to determine the most common (not the largest) temperature
fluctuation above 2.7 K, and the most common (not the smallest) temperature fluctuation below
2.7 K.
Most common temp. fluctuation above 2.7 K = ____________________
Most common temp. fluctuation below 2.7 K = ____________________
Save as in step 8.

Question 6.
Compare the theoretical maps for Ωk = 0.4 (open universe) and Ωk = 0 (flat universe). Which of
the two has the smallest details?
____________________________________________
Question 7.
Compare the theoretical maps for Ωk = –0.4 (closed universe) and Ωk = 0 (flat universe). Which
of the two has the smallest details?
____________________________________________
Question 8.
Which of your theoretical maps most closely matches the temperature fluctuations map of our
actual universe observed by the WMAP project on the attached page?
____________________________________________

Question 9.
Which one of your three power spectra graphs most closely matches the power spectra of our
actual universe observed by the WMAP project on the attached page? ______________________

Question 10.
Do your answers to Questions 8 and 9 correspond to the same values of Ωk? If not consult with
your instructor. _________________________________
Question 11.
From the answers to the previous two questions, what kind of universe do we live in, open, flat,
or closed? _______________________________

Question 12.
To understand what the temperature fluctuations tell us about the curvature of the universe,
record the l value for the maximum peak from each of the three power spectra graphs in the table
above. Now calculate the angle associated with each l value.

	
  
Question 13.
In the diagram below, the middle observer sees a spot in a flat universe. Notice the angle
subtended by the spot. How does that angle compare to the angle (formed by the dashed lines)
perceived by the observer in the open universe? In the closed universe?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

http://aether.lbl.gov/universe_shape.html

Question 14.
On the positive curvature and negative curvature diagrams above, draw the size of the spot that
the observer actually sees. Do the relative sizes of the angles (Question 13) and spots in the
diagram correspond to what you have recorded in the table for the angular scale of fluctuations,
and to your answers to Questions 6 and 7 above?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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WMAP satellite nine-year microwave sky, from http://wmap.gsfc.nasa.gov/media/121238/index.htm

From “Nine-Year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) Observations: Final Maps
and Results,” Bennett, C.L., et al.
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